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Reviewed by Daniel Immergluck, Georgia Institute of Technology

T

he Atlanta (GA) Beltline is an emerging ring of parks, trails,
and a proposed transit rail line intended to encircle the core of
the city of Atlanta. The Beltline is an example of a recent spate
of big urban projects—New York City’s High Line is another example—that goes beyond simply rails-to-trails projects to constituting
major urban redevelopment efforts. The Beltline has most likely been
successful if judged only on whether it has accelerated real estate development and increased the city’s tax base, especially in areas that were
prime for increased gentrification. A much more contested question,
however, is the degree to which it represents equitable development,
especially whether it has benefitted modest-income residents who have
lived in nearby areas for years.
Ryan Gravel’s Where We Want to Live: Reclaiming Infrastructure
for a New Generation of Cities, while touching on issues of reclaiming
abandoned infrastructure in older cities, is fundamentally a book
about the origins of the Beltline. Gravel is one of its key designers
and advocates, working early on with a key city councilperson to
win city support. As might be expected, then, this book is not a
place to find an objective analysis of the Beltline project. It is a call
to action to think big and act boldly, to develop catalytic projects
like the Beltline around aging urban infrastructure. To that end, the
book works well.
The best parts of the book are the sections where Gravel
recollects building a coalition supporting the Beltline, one committed to a greener, denser, and less car-dependent Atlanta. As Gravel
himself suggests, the early grassroots advocacy efforts may have been
the victim of their own success, for in a quintessentially Atlanta way,
the early Friends of the Beltline morphed into the Atlanta Beltline
Partnership, a well-heeled nonprofit closely linked to the city and
effectively an arm of the development entity, Atlanta Beltline Inc.,
the city’s agency overseeing the project.
While Gravel does a good job of extolling the potential
benefits of the Beltline, including spurring property values and
increasing physical activity among urban residents, he spends very
little time on the challenges that it has faced or, more important,
on responding to the significant criticisms that have been leveled
against it. He continually refers to what he terms “naysayers”
without identifying them or describing their concerns. Rather than
using the book as a vehicle to address these criticisms, he largely
ignores them.
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The Beltline has been the subject of criticism on several fronts,
but I have space to discuss only two. First, a report written in 2005
for the Atlanta Development Authority by a team of academics and
transit professionals questioned whether transit along the Beltline
(which has not been developed yet) is a wise use of subsidy (Ross,
Meyer, Dobbins, Jackson, & Millar, 2015). In this report, they raise
concerns about the lack of connection to employment centers in
Downtown, Midtown, and Buckhead, which are not directly served
by the Beltline. They also look at land use patterns and longer-range
plans for areas around the Beltline, finding these areas to be mostly
residential with only community-level commercial, land development patterns not expected to generate a large number of trips. In
short, the transit potential of the Beltline appears limited at best.
Dobbins (2016) has resurrected some of these criticisms in an essay
arguing that any new transit dollars should be directed to improving
the city’s existing mass transit system and not toward Beltline transit,
which he views as a poor use of scarce transit dollars.
A second concern is the lack of substantial action on the issue
of housing affordability and displacement. The Beltline has clearly
helped spur an increase in property values and development, especially on the east side, but with these changes have come gentrification, rising rents, and higher property taxes for existing residents
(Immergluck, 2009). The Beltline did include a provision for using
a portion of the funding from the Beltline tax increment financing
(TIF) district to fund affordable housing development. Unfortunately, the initial base for the TIF increment was set in 2005, at the
peak of the housing bubble, and so it has produced few dollars for
affordable housing. As of this writing, the Beltline has generated
about 1,000 units of affordable housing since 2005, representing less
than 20% of the goal life. Moreover, it is unclear whether many of
these units actually exist yet, or whether they include units projected
to be funded by a downpayment assistance program.
There is the question of the Beltline’s definition of affordable
housing. It is calculated with a relatively high income threshold so
that some subsidized developments are able to satisfy the requirements by providing small, $1,000-per-month studios, which are not
cheap by Atlanta standards and not affordable to households with
incomes lower than 50% of the area median income where the need
is the greatest. Meanwhile, thousands of high-end luxury units have
sprouted up near the Beltline, often with rents exceeding $2,000 to
$3,000 per month, particularly on the east side, causing land values
to spike, which has made the preservation of existing affordable
housing extremely difficult.
The book does include a chapter on equity, which feels a bit
like an addendum. There is almost no mention of housing affordability or displacement until this chapter, which is 195 pages into a
225-page book. Even here, there are few ideas about what could
have been done differently to secure affordability and prevent
displacement. Instead, it touts the Beltline’s existing programs and
policies, which have little to show for themselves.
To some, rather than utopian visions of denser, less car-dependent cities, projects like the Beltline have come to represent “environmental gentrification,” using the elite popularity of “sustainable
development” to create new urban playgrounds for the affluent
(Checker, 2011, p. 212). Hopefully the Beltline can change course
and move quickly to lay the foundation for truly equitable development in its next set of initiatives, especially as it advances on its
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southern and western arcs. Without putting antidisplacement efforts
(like property tax circuit breakers for low-income homeowners) in
place before redevelopment, the results are likely to be the same:
some nice parks and a rising property tax base, but also a housing
market that could make it impossible for lower-income families to
share in these benefits.
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I

nterest in regional planning ebbed and flowed during the 20th
century. Since the turn of the 21st, writing about the issue has
meandered. Several good volumes appeared around the turn of
the millennium, including Myron Orfield’s Metropolitics: A Regional
Agenda for Community and Stability (Brookings Institution Press,
2002), David Rusk’s Inside Game/Outside Game (Brookings Institution Press, 1999), and John Mollenkopf, Peter Dreier, and Todd
Swanstrom’s Place Matters: Metropolitics for the Twenty First Century
(University Press of Kansas, 2001). Spurred by this work, proponents of a so-called “new regionalism” have argued that a collaborative form of intrajurisdictional cooperation has emerged, a
quasi-grassroots movement different from the top-down regulatory
structures of the 1960s and 1970s (Pastor, Benner, & Matsuoka,
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2015). Yet recent scholarship has failed to really explain much.
While interesting, it tends to take a normative perspective, arguing
for how regional planning should be rather than unearthing how it
actually happens.
This is not to say that the topic never gets more rigorous
attention. In the last two decades a growing literature on urban
politics and history has sprouted, including a string of highly
acclaimed single-city monographs. While references to regional
planning are common, most of these books treat the region as a
secondary or tertiary topic. Despite the promise that studies of city
politics might morph into a true regional focus, much of this writing
remains trained inside city limits (Mohl, 1998).
The disquieting part of this is that few books take regionalism,
and the region itself, as the primary unit of analysis. For this reason,
the appearance of Carolyn Adams’s From the Outside In is encouraging. Using Philadelphia as a case, Adams examines regional planning
in depth, but from the perspective of the “Third Sector,” the
“special-purpose authorities, quasi-governmental bodies, and nonprofit corporations” that have lately become powerful actors in
urban places (p. 1), rather than through the eyes of government.
Adams argues that a new “de facto regionalism” has upended
the old antagonism between city and suburbs, as suburban-based
institutions have helped “restructure urban land and services” in
the central city (p. 3) The notion that suburbs now control the
fate of central cities, an idea drawn from critical geography,
frames the book. She unfolds her argument over five chapters,
drawing primary evidence from a variety of published reports and
local news outlets that she synthesizes with a larger secondary
literature on regional planning and development. Chapters are
ordered thematically, and while she meanders somewhat awkwardly through the corners of the history of regional planning,
her focus on Philadelphia’s recent past is sharp. Adams begins by
recounting some of the major public investments in regional
transportation infrastructure in postwar Philadelphia. She contrasts these older projects with recent history, arguing that regional transportation agencies are no longer able to direct their
resources toward projects capable of reshaping the city. They
instead focus on “salvag[ing] ailing infrastructure [which] means
perpetuating already existing patterns of development,” which has
led to a kind of stasis that blunts public agencies’ ability to shape
the city (p. 47). As she notes, “nongovernmental actors are playing
a much larger role…in shaping central Philadelphia’s development
patterns” (p. 47).
Chapters 2 through 4 examine Philadelphia’s central business
district (CBD), the city’s public school system, and its network of
community development corporations (CDCs) to demonstrate how
nongovernmental Third-Sector organizations have succeeded where
public agencies failed. Adams documents how a wide variety of
nonprofit organizations have made substantial investments in a
relatively narrow set of culture institutions and transformed the city’s
CBD into a “cultural and visitor economy” (p. 80). She shows how
“a combination of state policy intervention along with activism by
philanthropists” radically altered Philadelphia’s school system,
“elevat[ing] the role of Third-Sector organizations” (p. 110), leading
to an almost complete makeover of the city’s public schools. She also
examines how many of Philadelphia’s CDCs have received
significant outside investment, but the effect of this investment “has
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